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Overview

What ways are there to implement an opponent in a game?

● Background on heuristics and Rummy 500

● Approach and knowledge representations for this project

● Explainable AI and its implementation in this project

● Extensions and elaborations



How Humans Play Games

● “Humans tend to be heuristic problem solvers.” (H. A. Simon and A. Newell)

● Develop heuristics as a game is repeatedly played

● More heuristics developed and known heuristics updated

● Heuristics stored for later use



Rummy 500

● Classic card game played by 2 - 8 people

● Players draw a card, play melds, and discard on each turn

● Players score points based on the melds they play 

● First player to 500 points wins!

● Chosen for research due to unique challenges and sentimental value



Approach

● Prolog

● Rule based heuristic architecture 

● Representations for each card, deck, discard pile, player

● Start with simple player and evolve 



Game with only Sets Game with only Runs



One of Each Both Sets and Melds Played

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1fUZUDrEIo7Y86oOedrrAPvGw_1C4ePK-/preview


Knowledge Representation

● Rules encoded in if -> then style architecture

● Rules examined by the order that would occur in a Rummy 500 turn

● Rules to evaluate melds are a special case



English Explanations

● Explainable AI is in increasing demand

● The architecture of this game allows for explanations

● For every action taken by the program, an explanation is given



Current State of Project

● Opponent can detect any melds in a 
hand and play them

● Draws from deck, discarding done 
randomly

● All actions explained



Extensions and Elaborations

● More game play heuristics

● Human Opponent

● Program which learns heuristics
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